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1. Introduction

During the Graeco-Roman period, large-scale construction of temples took place in Egypt. The decorations of the temples seem to display a pattern, based on their exact placement on the wall, and interaction between different scenes. In addition, the text seem to be planned out in advance. This was first remarked by E. Winter in 1968. Since then, this principle has become known as the “grammaire du temple”. This implies that there was some sort of template behind the placement of most of the architectural design and relief decoration. This has been confirmed by texts on papyrus, the so called “book of the temple”, which explains in detail how a sanctuary and the surrounding priesthood should be organized.

Although we possess a basic knowledge of the principles guiding the decoration, the full depth of its intricacies is not known. The walls, pillars and doorways follow the same basic design. An image on the bottom, the soubassement; above that one to four registers with scenes or columns of texts; above that a frieze, topped off with another line of inscriptions, the bandeau. Especially the scenes in the registers show interaction between the scenes in the same register. This is visible in the Randzeilen, where the same verbal pattern is used throughout the same register. Moreover, the scenes that are on the opposite wall also interact with their opposing scenes, where one side shows the offering of beer, where the opposite side shows an offering of wine.

The challenge now exists in discovering the guiding principles behind it, to discover the details of the temple grammar. Christian Leitz has delved into this issue in his book: Die Aussenwand des Sanktuars in Dendera, Untersuchungen zur Dekorationssystematik. In his research, discussed in chapter 2, he discovered that there was an interaction between the east and west side of the temple. I therefore wonder, is this a part of the temple grammar, i.e. applicable for the entire temple and applicable for every temple, or is this only a coincidence on the sanctuary of this specific temple? In this thesis, I explore the oppositions and interactions between the inscriptions on the east and west sides and I will argue that there are significant patterns that link the two sides.

---
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2. The temples of Dendera

The temples discussed in this thesis are both part of the temple complex of Dendera. The complex is located about twenty-five kilometers below Koptos, four kilometers distant from the Nile on the west bank. The complex is facing north because of the east-west orientation of the Nile. In the Graeco-Roman period the city of Dendera was the metropolis of the sixth Upper Egyptian nome, Tentyris. The settlement was already occupied since the early Dynastic period, as tombs in the necropolis reveal. During the Graeco-Roman period, the city was a cult center for Hathor, by that time assimilated with Isis, and known to the Greek population as Aphrodite.

The temple complex itself consists of the great temple of Hathor, a temple to Isis, a sacred lake, a sanatorium, a Ptolemaic and a Roman birth house and a Christian basilica. The complex is enclosed by a mud-brick enclosure wall. In this enclosure, on the north side is a gateway that resembles a pylon, with a doorway containing reliefs made during the reign of the emperor Domitian and the emperor Trajan. Although this site was being visited and being written about by Jean-François Champollion, Auguste Mariette and many others, it was only in 1930 that Émile Chassinat started the first fully comprehensive publication of the inscriptions of the temple, which was continued by Sylvie Cauville after his death. The digital publication of Le Temple de Dendera, Tome quinzième in 2008 finished the publication of the inscriptions of the naos of temple of Hathor in Dendera. Even to this day, a full translation of the entire temple is not available, although Cauville has published the translations for Dendera I-VI, and XIII-XV, as well as the temple of Isis and its gateway.
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The great temple of Hathor was started on July 16, 54 B.C., when the first foundation rites were performed for the naos of the Hathor temple. Based on the date of construction, and the ground plan similar to that of the temple of Horus in Edfu, it is assumed that the construction crew used for the temple of Edfu was relocated to Dendera, without interruption in their work.\textsuperscript{15} The first stage of the construction and decoration, the naos, was carried out during the reign of Cleopatra VII, between 51-30 B.C. During this time most of the inside of the naos was decorated. Interestingly, in the crypts under the naos, the cartouches read the names of Ptolemy XII and Cleopatra VII. Inside the naos, however, the cartouches remain empty.\textsuperscript{16} It is expected that the cartouches were not inscribed because of the political turmoil in Egypt following the death of Ptolemy XII.\textsuperscript{17} During this period the sanctuary, the “Holy of Holies”, was built inside the naos, being a fully detached structure from the naos. On this sanctuary the cartouches are also empty.

Part of the decoration of the south outside wall of the naos were decorated under Ptolemy XV Caesar (Caesarion) and Cleopatra VII. The decoration was not completed during their reign however, and was finished in the name of the emperor Augustus, during which reign the decoration on the east and west outside wall was carried out.\textsuperscript{18} Not everything was finished during the reign of the emperor Augustus. On the second and third offering scene of the second and third register the name of the emperor Claudius shows up. Cauville suggest that the reason why this happened was because of an earlier plan which would link the enclosure wall to the temple itself, as seen in Philae. As this plan fell through, scenes had to be added, and were therefore done in the name of the emperor Claudius, as he was the reigning emperor at that moment.\textsuperscript{19}

Except for the sanctuary, the naos consists of a room before the sanctuary where the barks where housed, eleven chapels around the sanctuary, and a hall for the Ennead. Of the chapels, seven are dedicated to Hathor, and one to Isis, Sokar-Osiris, Harsomthus and Horus of Edfu each.\textsuperscript{20} Under the naos are multiple crypts, used for storage and rites. Remarkable about these is that they are actually decorated, which is not practiced everywhere.\textsuperscript{21}

Upon the roof of the naos are six chapels to Osiris, three on the west side, and three on the east
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These chapels were dedicated on December 28, 47 B.C.\(^{22}\)

The construction and decoration of the late-Ptolemaic structure ended in year 9 of the reign of Augustus, 22-21 B.C. This leads to a construction time, for the naos, of 34 years. But already on August 19, 30 B.C. Hathor took residence in the temple. In the same year that the naos was completed, the construction was started on the fully Roman pronaos. The pronaos consists of a large pillared hall, consisting of 24 Hathor pillars. There is a foundation inscription in Greek, dedicating the building to the emperor Tiberius. Remarkably enough, in the Egyptian inscriptions emperor Tiberius is not mentioned. Instead the emperors Caligula, Claudius and Nero are mentioned.\(^{23}\) The bare construction of the naos was finished around 32-37 A.D.\(^{24}\) Most probably during the reign of emperor the Nero, work was started on a stone enclosure wall, which was never completely finished.\(^ {25}\)

**The temple of Isis**

The temple of Isis is located to the south of the Hathor temple. The original Rammeside construction was not orientated north to south, but east to west. The precursor to the current temple was created during the reign of Nectanebo I. It was expanded during the Ptolemaic period when two halls of pillars on the east side of the sanctuary of Nectanebo I were constructed. The current sanctuary is dated to the Augustan Era. For this construction the sanctuary of Nectanebo I was removed, and a new sanctuary built, on a platform two meters higher than the original construction, so that it was at the same level as the Hathor temple and was now facing north, just as the Hathor temple. Most probably the remodeling of the temple went hand in hand with a change in the function of the temple, becoming a birth temple for Isis.\(^ {26}\)

**Culture of the priesthood and legitimacy**

The expansive construction of the temples in Egypt during the Ptolemaic period does not happen without reason. Ruling a country requires legitimacy, and for ancient Egypt this was no different. The Persian rulers of Egypt ruled, and were generally disinterested in the territory and the religion. They did not try to win the hearts and minds of the people.\(^ {27}\) The principle changed with the
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conquests of Alexander. By being acclaimed as son of a god, and making offerings to the Apis, he showed himself as one who performed the kingly duties, and in this way tried to establish himself as the legitimate ruler of Egypt.\textsuperscript{28} This principle was continued by the Ptolemies, who ruled through the local elite. One of the elite groups where the priests. Because gaining legitimacy was in large part connected to following the religious rules, the priesthood became a powerful political force.\textsuperscript{29} From the reign of Ptolemy III on, the rulers and the priesthood came together in synods, where the priesthood would confirm the divine status of the ruler, and receive many concessions in return. These would then be published in multiple languages, as seen on the stone of Rosetta.\textsuperscript{30}

Another effect of these synods was that it led to the official classification of priests, from those who performed the rites, to those who acted more as a philosopher or scientist, working on religious matters.\textsuperscript{31} Fortunately, the rules governing this are known to us. A find from Tebtynis was the so-called 'book of the temple' \textsuperscript{32} In this book, the ideal Egyptian temple was laid out, describing the architectural details, and the way the decorations had to be performed.\textsuperscript{33} Moreover, the book gives a detailed description of the rules and tasks of the priesthood. This included who could join, what the hierarchical order was, and how their tasks should be organized, based on four divisions of priests during a month. The book describes an ideal situation, and was therefore a product intended to be used all around Egypt.\textsuperscript{34} This book is a result of philosophical work, which was performed in the \textit{pr-\textsuperscript{3}nh}. The building was usually attached to the library of the temple. In this place text were written, and the decorations and inscriptions of the temple where composed. This is also the place where children were given an education. During the Ptolemaic period this was the place of science.\textsuperscript{35} Due to their authority in religion within Egypt, the priesthood held the key to legitimacy, and therefore had political, economic and
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scientific power during the Ptolemaic period.\textsuperscript{36} Even though the priest lived in a society that was becoming more and more influenced by Greek culture, they remained true to their own lore, and hardly any foreign influence is detectable within it.\textsuperscript{37} This does not mean that there was no development within the lore, which there was, but that there was no major foreign influence. The views and rituals developed within its own little world, until well into the Roman period.

Furthermore, we have actually found evidence of the thorough planning of the decorations in the temples, as seen in a carbonized bundle of papyrus found in Tanis. The now readable parts of the papyrus show drawings of the design of certain aspects of the temple, and are accompanied by text which describes the common lines shared by the type of offering scene they are bound to. Moreover, it allows for certain local variations. This shows that there was actually a general plan which was followed all over Egypt for Graeco-Roman temple construction.\textsuperscript{38} Moreover, this shows that the development of the temple grammar in general was discussed on a national level. Although the local variants show that the different regions had freedom within the constraints of the design, major changes were less likely to be added without consent of the combined priesthood, making the philosophical development still tightly controlled by a small group of priests within the country.

This alliance between the king and the priesthood led to the construction of many temples in Egypt. The concessions to the priesthood let to them becoming economic powerhouses, able to finance the construction of the temples. But it was also expected from a good king that he donate to the construction. Thus we see that the most elaborate construction projects taking place in Egypt during this period were sponsored by both priesthood and the king.\textsuperscript{39}

When Egypt became incorporated into the Roman World, the emperor Augustus was not restrictive on religion. He acted as a good king, being named a liberator, and performing his duties as a king. He became known as the son of Apollo, making his rule more secure. The changes at this time seem so meaningless that the only visible change is in the name of the king.\textsuperscript{40} At first there still circulated various names for the king. This fact is even visible on the eastern and western outside wall of the naos. On the east outside wall, the first scene of all four registers use the name $h3\ rmys$, “the
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Roman,” for the $n(y)sw.t\ b(i)t(y)$ name. On the rest of the east outer wall, the second register of the south outside wall and the bandeaux of the west outside wall, the name $swtwgrt$. On the remaining parts of the west wall, the name is $hk3\ hkr.w$. Then, in 23 B.C., with the death of Ptah Psenamun II, the high priest of Ptah in Memphis, whose function included the theoretical discussion of how the emperor should be addressed, there came an end to the discussion. His death was also the end of the family of high priests in Memphis, and could be considered the reason why after his death the development of the title stagnated. From this point on, we can see a growing disinterest by the Roman emperors in the religion of Egypt. Temple constructions are still performed in their name, but it is not likely that they themselves took part in the rites. Moreover, it is unlikely that some of them even set foot in Egypt. Because of the solidified nature of their nomenclature, it is even hard to make out which work was performed under which emperor in Dendera, and even the rest of Egypt. During the Roman period, the religion kept the legitimacy of the roman emperor as Egyptian ruler intact, but it became mostly a fossilized tradition, rather than that there was any philosophical reasoning behind it.

---

43 Pfeiffer (2011) p. 138
3. The work of Christian Leitz

In his work on Dendera Leitz\textsuperscript{44} discusses the ritual scenes on the outside wall of the sanctuary of the temple of Hathor. The scenes each depict an offering scene of the king offering an item to seated or standing gods, which are accompanied by text. There are 48 scenes in total, and these cover the east, west and north walls of the sanctuary. Of the 48 scenes 12 are on the south wall. Leitz considered half of these part of the east wall, and the other six part of the west wall. He suggests that instead of considering these scenes as short independent texts by themselves, one should consider them as a single, unified corpus.\textsuperscript{45} His study is limited to the scenes only. The soubassement and the bandeaux inscriptions on the outside wall were disregarded for his study. He does remark that these gave no positive results in comparison to the results of the ritual scenes, and were therefore removed from his study.

The first part of his work is the study of the 48 scenes of the sanctuary and their translation. This is followed by the discussion of the scenes, according to many categories, ranging from epigraphical, the exact use of signs, to the exact verb forms used, as well as many other categories. For the purposes of this thesis, I will only deal with one part of his discussion, which is entitled “Symmetrische Szenenverbindungen”\textsuperscript{46}. He states that one of the purposes of his work was to see if the texts on the eastern side, with the added six scenes of the south side, were unrelated to those on the west side, with its added six scenes.\textsuperscript{47} As part of his overall studies of the scenes, he wanted to see if there was a noticeable interaction between the east and west side. For if this was true, one could create the principle on which the scenes interact, which could make understanding and translating the scenes easier. Furthermore, one would be able to reconstruct scenes more precisely by comparing them to their opposites.

This part of his research is based on the principle of the symmetrical unity in the architecture of the Graeco-Roman period. This symmetrical unity is based on the existence of two symmetrically opposed parts that are used as an explanation of the cosmos and its phenomena. Just as our present-day science is attempting to describe the cosmos, and all that happens within it, so did the ancient Egyptians. This is reflected in the love the Egyptians had for polar concept building, by creating a unity
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by having two oppositions. This is visible in the combination of *nhḥ* and *d.t* for example.⁴⁸

Leitz⁴⁹ wonders if this is visible with the scenes on the temple, for the distance between the opposing parts of the temple can be far removed from each other, which makes it difficult to expect that they were created with a pattern in mind. One has to imagine a team leader going from one scene to the other, just to see if minor details are in balance in both scenes, which can be quite far from one another. The second problem exists in the enormous amount of options that could be considered. Leitz explains that this is so for three reasons. First, the opposition is not based on a lexical argument, like a play on the day and night cycle, by using two verbs that have a slight difference in exact meaning. Second, it is possible to find a word that is the opposite of the other, like silver versus gold. Third, the opposition exists in large elements, such as active versus passive, subject versus object.

**Symmetrical connections**

The symmetrical connections are discussed by Leitz in five points, which are once again divided in extra subsections. Namely: A) Sprache, B) Kosmos, C) menschliche/göttliche Eigenschaften, D) Kult and E) Sonstiges.⁵⁰ For this work I will only focus on his part A “Sprache”,⁵¹ the verbal differences (or lack thereof) between the east and west outer wall of the sanctuary of the Hathor temple of Dendera. This consists of twelve parts. Namely: a) Active versus passive, b) Subject versus object, c) Action versus state, d) Start of an action versus end of an action, e) finished action versus continuing one, f) *ḥr* + infinitive versus adverbial sentences and pseudo-participles, g) transitive verbs and intransitive verbs with prepositional object versus verbs that describe the character of the subject, h) simultaneousness versus successive, i) earlier versus later, j) negative tense and expression versus positive tense and expression, k) concrete expression versus poetic or abstract expression, l) general expression versus special expression.

In the first part, a), he observes the opposition between active tense and passive tense. He observes this in one case. In this case on the east wall there is an active tense, whereas on the equal sentence on the west wall a passive tense is used.⁵² As there is only one example of this in the twenty-four scenes, the value of this example of being a part of the temple grammar is dubious.

The second section, b) speaks of the opposition between subject and object. In three instances

---
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on the east wall the god or goddesses are the subject of the verbs used. On the western side the god or
goddess is the object of the verbs used, thus, where the east side has the god or goddess as an actor,
where on the west wall the god is the recipient of the performed action.\textsuperscript{53} The existence of three scenes
among the twenty-four makes it more likely that this not a small coincidence, but not enough to
consider this a trend.

The third section of the observations of Leitz, c), speak of the interaction between verbs used,
namely verbs that imply an act and verbs that imply the characteristic of a state. This means that the
subject of the verb on the east side is performing the action, (i.e. the king gives) while on the west side
describes the state of the subject, (i.e. the subject being satisfied). This is most clearly visible where the
west side uses a stative. This interaction is what Leitz observes the most in the scenes, namely in
eighteen scenes of the twenty-four. In these scenes\textsuperscript{54} Leitz notices that the verbs on the east side of the
wall have an active character, as the subject will perform or is performing an action. On the west side
on the other hand, the verbs have the characteristics of a state, describing a state of the subject instead
of an action by it. For the remainder of this thesis, I will refer to this as being in a state.\textsuperscript{55}

The problem with this point is that the argument in this case is based on a rather large degree of
interpretation. Whereas there are cases in which it is clear that we are seeing a stative verb on the west
wall versus an active verb on the east wall, in other cases it is more problematic. On the other hand this
principle is prevalent across the scenes, making a strong point for the existence of a thought pattern
behind it, instead of being a lucky incident. Considering this point, one has to remark that the supposed
pattern does not occur throughout the entire text, but is found in one or more instances in the scenes.
Although it seems to be a minor difference between the east and west side, the fact that it occurs when
the two sides are similar in close to all the other aspects, makes it noteworthy. If the text is similar for
the most part, then even a minor difference might be of great importance.

In the fourth section, d), Leitz observers that in two cases\textsuperscript{56} the east wall shows the start of an
action, which is finished on the west wall. This is visible in the use of the verbs. The fifth section, e),
discusses the balance between a single finished action, and a continuing one. This is observed in one
case\textsuperscript{57}. The use of the verbs in these two points, although not much used, show a point like the third
section does. The east wall is more active, and earlier, where the west wall ends the action started on
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the east side, or continues it, making it a state.

In the sixth section, f), Leitz shows one instance\(^58\) of the use of the pseudo-verbal construction \(hr + \) infinitive versus the use of an adverbial sentence and a stative in a similar sequence of the scene. In the seventh section, g), he gives one\(^59\) example of the use of a transitive verb with a prepositional object on the east, where the west uses in the similar sequence a verb that describes the characteristics of the goddess. This suggestion can also be taken as a continuation of section 3. The east shows an active character, and the west a descriptive one, which can be explained to be a form of being a state. The eighth section, h), shows one\(^60\) example where the east side has multiple actions that are based in the present and happen simultaneously, where the west has multiple actions in the future, the one following after the other.

The ninth section, i), discusses the interaction between east and west, where the east depicts an earlier time, and the west a later time. This is visible in one occasion where the east speaks of birth and the west about being a mother and a wife. One could consider that this is based as well on the course of the sun, as it rises, or is born in the east, and ends in the west. There are five\(^61\) examples of this. The problem with this section is that it is not clearly reflected verbally, but more based on subject matter and interpretation.

The tenth section, j), shows two\(^62\) examples where the east uses negative tense, and the west positive. In the eleventh section, k) there are six\(^63\) examples where the east uses a concrete expression, like lord of wine, and the west uses a more abstract or poetic image, like the lord of quotes.

In the twelfth section, l), Leitz shows in four\(^64\) scenes that the east side would use a general expression for an item, such as incense, where the west will use specific expressions, such as a specific kind of incense.

Most of the sections above show a few instances of difference between east and west, but they are applicable at most to a quarter of the pairs of scenes. The only difference is with section 3. On the outer wall of the sanctuary of the Hathor temple in Dendera, we tend to find the east wall to be dynamic and active, where the west wall seems to be describing a state. That this applies for three quarters of the pairs of scenes seems to indicate a pattern. Therefore, the main goal of this thesis is to
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compare the case study of Leitz analyzed above to other similar parts of the temple so as to ascertain if we should consider this a pattern that is part of the wider temple grammar, or if this is just an interesting incident that was only applied on this monument.

Methodology
The research of Leitz, discussed above indicates that there is a pattern that may be part of the temple grammar. For this thesis, I wondered if the pattern would also be evident if I expanded the corpus to include all offering scenes within Ptolemaic temples. Because Leitz has only discussed a small part of the temple of Hathor in Dendera, it is hard to say if the pattern he has seen is truly part of the temple grammar. Therefore, in this thesis, I will look at other similar parts of the temple of Hathor, and the temple of Isis in Dendera. Within these other sections of the temple, I will attempt to discover if the pattern also shows up as significantly in these different sections, and see if the principle that the east side is active, where the west side is a state, should be considered a part of the universal rules of the temple grammar. I will use the following terms to denote significance: significant, remarkable and incidental. I consider a pattern significant if in the sub-corpus of scenes the pattern shows up in more than half of the scene pairs, remarkable if it shows up in a quarter or fewer of the scene pairs, and incidental if it only shows up once or twice in the corpus of scene pairs.

This will be done by first discussing the scenes depicted inside the sanctuary of the Hathor temple of Dendera, which were made more or less at the same time as the inscriptions on the outside of the sanctuary. Then, I will discuss the first register on south wall of the outside of the naos of the Hathor temple of Dendera, which was made during the reign of Ptolemy XV Caesar (Caesarion) and Cleopatra VII. Next, I will discuss the second register of the south wall of the naos of the temple of Hathor in Dendera, which was created during the reign of the emperor Augustus. Following this I will discuss part of the decorations of the east and west outside wall of the naos, which are also dated to the emperor Augustan Age. After this I will discuss the inside wall of the sanctuary of the temple of Isis in Dendera, which was decorated during the reign of Augustus as well.

In these sections I will look for repeating differences between the scene pairs discussed. If the differences between the scene pairs show up multiple times, I will look at their statistical significance, and discuss it at the end of each chapter. I will test these results against the findings of Leitz in order to discover if the patterns found follow the same principle of the pattern he found.

As this is mostly a verbal discussion of the scenes, I will read the verb forms as written. Where
it is normal for the $sdm.n-f$ to be read as present tense in the offering scenes of the Graeco-Roman period, I will instead consider it still part of Middle Egyptian. This is because the $n$ in the verb form is actually still written. Therefore, I consider it to be thought about, and considered as being past tense.

---

4. Inside the sanctuary of the Hathor temple in Dendera

The temple of Hathor in Dendera was founded on 16 July 54 B.C, by king Ptolemy XII Neos Dionysos Auletus. The sanctuary, which was decorated after his lifetime, bears empty cartouches. That the start of the construction is still being performed under his reign is visible in the crypts, where his name is inscribed next to Cleopatra VII. The scenes in the registers discussed here were most probably made after his death in 51 B.C. The first cartouches that are inscribed again are from Cleopatra VII and Ptolemy XV Caesar (Caesarion). The king was not named in the scenes till that moment.66

The inside of the sanctuary exists out of a soubassement, followed by three registers with scenes, bound by a frieze above it. The east and west wall both have four scenes on each register, with an extra per register on the south wall. For the study of these scenes I used Cauville's translation and Chassinat's publication.67 I will discuss the 15 pairs of scenes shortly to show the remarkable differences between the two pairs. For this, I will use abbreviation, like |R1, I|, Register 1, scene pair I. This will apply to the east as well as the west wall. For the lines I shall use |E1|, meaning line 1, east wall.

|R1, I|68
In line |E4| pr m h3.t, gives a perfective active participle, followed in |E6| by a non verbal construction in the Gegengabe. In the corresponding passage, |W3| phr, is a stative, and line |W6| hrc.tw as well. In the Gegengaben of the Hathor, east and west, the east acts, where the use of the stative on the west side makes it a state.

In the divine Randzeile |E7|, the line is filled with participles, a stative and an infinitive, where |W7| has only one participle, and the rest is descriptive, without verbal clauses. Furthermore, in this Randzeile the east has a negative, where the west does not.

|R1, II|69
In line |E4-E7| there is no verbal form, except for the standard dl=i, which can be disregarded. In the corresponding position on the west |W4-W6|, there are verb forms, sš, a subjunctive sdm-f, qbs.tw, a stative, iq.n=k, a circumstantial sdm.n-f. In this passage, the east side is non-verbal, where the west is verbal.

67 Émile Chassinat, Le Temple de Dendara, tome premier (Cairo, 1934)
In line |E2|,  \( w\delta z.n-i \) and  \( snsn.n-i \) are both a nominal  \( sdyn-n-f \), were the similar passage |W2-W3|  \( sw\delta z-s+i \) and  \( sk\delta z-i \) are both a nominal  \( sdyn-f \). In this scene, the tense of the east wall is past, and the west wall is present. Also, the divine Randzeile |E10| has  \( pr m h^r.w-f \), a perfective active participle and  \( n siz.n.tw \)  \( snn-s \), which is a negative passive  \( sdyn.n-f \). On the west |W10| there is  \( bs.tw \), a stative,  \( dwz\ n-s nfr.w \), a circumstantial  \( ydm-f \) and  \( r\ dwz \),  \( r+n+ \infinitive \). In this scene, the east is active and negative, where the west wall describes a state and is positive.

In this scene pair, the scenes are very similar to each other, with no noteworthy points to remark. On the west there are fewer verbs used, but still follow the same pattern as the east.

In |E2-E3| there are five verb forms, with an active character, like  \( ir=s \) which is a nominal  \( sdyn-f \) and  \( r\ mtr \), a  \( r+n+ \infinitive \). In |W2-W3| are 11 verb forms, more descriptive nature,  \( ms.tw \), a stative,  \( mr\ ib-\iota \), a perfective relative  \( sdyn-f \), and past tense,  \( rdl.n-\iota\ sy \). The east side is more active, where the west is a state. In addition, |E7| has  \( in-i \), a nominal  \( sdyn-f \) form, where |W7| has  \( hr.tw \), a stative. Furthermore, here the east is more active, where the west is a state.

In the Gegengabe of Hathor, |E16|  \( wbn-s \) and  \( ir.t-s \) are infinitives where the Gegengabe of Isis |W15| has  \( hnm.tw \) and  \( pr.tw \), two statives. The character of the east wall is here more active, and the west a state. In the divine Randzeile, |E22| has  \( mh \) and  \( psd \), two imperfective active participles, where |W21| has  \( pr \), a perfective active participle. Here, on the east it is present time, where the west is past.

In line |E2|, there is only  \( mn\ n-\iota \), an imperative, where |W1| contains  \( mn\ n-\iota \) as well, but also  \( dbyz.n-i \), a nominal  \( sdyn.n-f \). Further more, the divine Randzeile |E8| contain no true verbal clauses, bar the  \( nfr-hr \) construction. |W7| on the other hand has  \( bs\ m\ gb \), a perfective active participle, and also  \( iw_.n-s \), a circumstantial  \( sdyn.n-f \). In this scene pair, the east side uses fewer verbs in general, and the character of

---

73 Cauville (1998) p. 74-75, 100-101 Chassinat (1934) p. 45-46, 63-64
the east side is more present, where the west is past.

[R2, II]^{74}
In the title, |E2| consists of sfr-i, a nominal sdm=f, and htp-s and hw-s are both subjunctive sdm=f. On the west side |W2| consists of wzd.tw and qdbi.tw, both statives. In this scene pair, the east has an active nature, where the west acts as a state.

[R2, III]^{75}
In the title on the east side |E2-E3| sns wnmy=i, hfi izb=i, swzsi=i and sfni=i are all nominal sdm=f, where the west side |W2-W3| consists of a greeting formula, followed by mn n-tn, a stative, and miz-tn a subjunctive sdm=f. Remarkable here is that the east wall is in first person, where the west is in second person.

[R2, IV]^{76}
On the east side |E2-E4| consists of my and mk n-k, two imperatives, followed by di-k, wnn kzi-k, hw-k and ir-k, all subjunctive sdm=f. On the west side |W2-W4| there is mn n-tn, an imperative, followed by hw-f, a subjunctive. This is followed by nh.n-f, shr.n-tn, both circumstantial sdm.n=f and iy sz, a circumstantial sdm=f and mli ib-tn, a subjunctive sdm=f. In this part, the east wall is based in the present to future, where the west is based in the past.

Furthermore, in the text of Hathor, in |E10|, nh.tw and hfr.tw are both statives. On the west side |W6| gives ir.n-i, whm.n-i, dr.n-i, three nominal sdm.n=f, followed by mh, nhm and snhm, three imperfective active participles. In this section, the east acts as a state, where the west is active, and also where the east is present, and the west is past.

In Horus versus Harsomthus, |E16| km3 is a perfective active participle, where |W15| has hw and mk, both an imperfective active participle, making the east past, where the west is present. Following this to Ihy-wer and Harsomthus, |E19-E20| show s3 irw and sw-ib mw.t=f, both nominal sdm=f, and n rh.tw=f, a negative passive sdm=f and miz-f, an infinitive. The corresponding passage on the west side is non-verbal on the other hand. This makes the east side verbal and negative, where the west is non-verbal and positive.

---

^{74} Cauville (1998) p. 74-77, 100-101 Chassinat (1934) p. 46, 64
At Hathor versus Hathor, [E23-E24] places Hathor as the acting party, where in [W22] 3w-ib-f is performed for Hathor, her being in a passive role. This shows the east to be active, where the west reflects a state of Hathor.

[R2, S]77
In line [E9-E11] mh, wbn and mh are imperfective active participles, where the similar section on the west wall is non-verbal. This makes the east wall verbal versus the west wall non-verbal, and makes the east wall seem active, where the west wall reflects a state.

[R3, I]78
In the title [E2] has sdfs.tw, a passive relative sdm=f, and i'b=î, a nominal sdm=f, where [W2] has i'b.n sy, a nominal sdm.nsf. This places the east in the present, where the west is the past. Furthermore, in the Randzeile of the king, [E3] has 3b and w3b, both an imperfective active participle, and i'b=î, a nominal sdm=f. On the west wall, [W3] has hnr.tw, a stative and ttf.n=î, a nominal sdm.nf. This places the east in an active character and present tense, where the west is a state and past tense. To complicate things, line [E6] has km3, a perfective passive participle, and [E7] hpr, a perfective active participle. On the west, [W6] is an imperfective active participle. This makes the east past tense, and the west present tense.

[R3, II]79
In the title, [E1] phr.n=î, is a nominal sdm.nf, where [W1] swb is an infinitive. This makes the east side past, where the west is present tense.

[R3, III]80
In the royal Randzeile [E3] rmn=î is a nominal sdm=f, where in [W5] there are ir.n nt, a relative sdm.nf, b3.n=s and bd.n=s two nominal sdm.nf. This makes the east wall present tense, where the west is past tense. In the divine Randzeile, [E8] has ib-î 3w, an infinitive, where [W10] has b3.tw and db3.tw in a corresponding section. Furthermore, in the Gegengabe, the east side has a non-verbal sequence, where

the west has 'pr, a stative. This gives the east a slightly more active character, where the west is a state.

[R3, IV]81

In the title, [E2-E3] gives the east a descriptive character, with non-verbal clauses and db3.tw and ndm, both a stative. In the similar section in the west, [W2-W3] has in-i, a nominal sm=f and smn-tn, wnm-tn and ir d.t-tn, three subjunctive sm=f. This makes the east side a state, and the west the active side. Furthermore, the west side has many more verb forms, but it does follow the same pattern as the east side. Thus, although it seems that by sheer amount of verbs the west side is more active, the fact that the patterns the east and west side follow are the same does not change the interaction between the two sides.

[R3, S]82

In the title the east side is purely non-verbal and descriptive, where the west follows the same principle, but does have a verb form [W2] db3.tw, a stative. Furthermore, with the goddesses, [E6-E8] give shtp, rd as imperfective active participles, and iw3 and m3=s as infinitives. In the corresponding section on the west wall the only verb is [W7] ssn ntr.w ntr.w.t, which is not an action of the goddess herself. In the divine Randzeile [E12] has ssn=f, a nominal sm-f, where [W13] has stp.tw, a stative. In this scene pair the east side is more active in character, and the stative verb forms on the west side make the west side a state.

Considering the scenes in the sanctuary, one thing stands out. In nine of the fifteen scene pairs, the principle that Leitz noticed on the outside, also happens on the inside.83 The east wall has more of an active character, where the west wall is a state. This means that the pattern should be considered significant. Moreover, it seems to display a further pattern. On the first register it is the first scene, the third scene and the scene on the south wall, in the second register it is the second scene, the fourth scene, and the scene of the south wall. The third register follows the pattern of the first register again.

There are three scenes on this wall, namely [R2, IV], [R3, I] and [R3, IV] that complicate this point. Both [R2, IV] and [R3, IV] reverse the principle, making the east side the state and the west side the active wall, which weakens the argument, even more so for [R2, IV] which supports the hypothesis

83 [R1, I], [R1, III], [R1, S], [R2, II], [R2, IV], [R2, S], [R3, I], [R3, III], [R3, S]
as well.

Another thing that is happening between the pairs is that one wall is present tense, where the other is past tense. That the east is present happens five times, where it happens four times for the west. For both sides, it seems there is a remarkable pattern. To make it more complicated, $|R2, IV|$ and $|R3, I|$ both appear past and present on both sides. This makes it difficult to consider the past-present interaction between east and west credible as part of the temple grammar.
5. The south outside wall of the naos of the temple of Hathor in Dendera.

The south wall of the naos of the temple of Dendera consists of a soubassement, two registers of scenes, topped by a frieze. The first register consists of two scenes, an east and a west one. The second register consists of five scenes which should be considered part of the east wall, and five scenes that should be considered part of the west wall.

The discussion of the scenes on the south wall of the naos of the temple of Hathor in Dendera will be divided into two sections, because of the slight time difference between the decorations. The first register dates from the reign of Cleopatra VII and Ptolemy XV Caesar (Caesarion), while the second register dates from the reign of the emperor Augustus. The translations for these scenes are provided in appendix A, based on the edition of Cauville.\footnote{Sylvie Cauville, Le Temple de Dendara, tome douzième, texte (Cairo, 2007) and Sylvie Cauville, Alain Lecler, Yousreya Hamed, Le Temple de Dendara, tome douzième, planches (Cairo, 2007)} In these translations I follow a slightly different description for the scenes: SE 1 and SW 1 are the scenes of the first register. SE 2-6 and SW 2-6 are the scenes of the second register. I use this new description to ease the comparison. The exact pages and plates in Cauville are supplied with the translations of the scenes.

Register 1 [SE1-SW1]

In the recitation of the queen, \(|E15|\) gives $h^f.n=i$ and $s.m.n=i$, both nominal $sd.m.n=f$, followed by $w^t.tw$, a stative. On the west side \(|W15|\) gives $mn n=t$ an imperative, and $ir.n=i$, a nominal $sd.m.n=f$, followed by $dl=i$, a circumstantial $sd.m-f$. In this passage, on the east side the queen describes a finished action, while the west describes mostly an action in progress.

In the passage Nechbet and Wadjet, \(|E16-17|\) is very verbally active, giving $w.n=n-i$, $shr.n=i$, $wd.n=i$ and $ir.n=i$, all nominal $sd.m-n=f$, and $hr m\tilde{h}$ and $hr m\tilde{h}$, twice a $hr$ + infinitive. The west side is on the other hand non-verbally descriptive, bar \(|W16|\) $hrp$, an imperfective active participle. In this section the east side uses more verbal forms, is active and based in the past, where the west wall is mostly non-verbal, and uses present tense.

In the text accompanying the musicians Ihy-wer and Harsomthus, \(|E19-21|\) $hnt\tilde{e}.tw$ is a passive $sd.m=f$, followed by $p^p.n=s$ a relative $sd.m.n=f$, $wbn=k$, a nominal $sd.m=f$, $shd.n=k$, a circumstantial $sd.m.n=f$, $dl=sn$, a circumstantial $sd.m=f$. In the corresponding passage \(|W19-20|\) has $sr$, $drp$, $ssm$, $sr$ and $\tilde{y}$, all imperfective active participles, and $km\tilde{s}$, a perfective active participle. In this passage the east
side uses \textit{sdm-f} forms, where the west uses participles.

Continuing with the passage of Hathor and Isis, the eastern section \textit{[E26-E33]} shows fifteen different verb forms, where \textit{[W25-W27]} gives only three, \textit{pr}, a perfective active participle, \textit{ir-ms.tw}, a passive \textit{sdm-f} and \textit{ir}, an imperfective active participle. The remainder of the corresponding section of text uses non-verbal descriptive clauses. It seems that in this section the east side has a more active character than the west side, which is by it's descriptive nature a state. Moreover, the east side uses more verb forms in general than the west in this regard.

In the passage of Horus versus Harsomthus, \textit{[E38-E41]} gives \textit{grg} and \textit{pr}, two perfective active participles, \textit{sm} and \textit{hw}, two imperfective active participles. In the corresponding passage \textit{[W37-40]} are \textit{hpr}, \textit{ssts}, \textit{kmz}, \textit{shpr}, \textit{iry}, \textit{ts}, and \textit{ly} perfective active participles, followed by \textit{tn=f} and \textit{sis=sn}, two circumstantial \textit{sdm-f}, \textit{ly n-f psd.t} and \textit{hpr=sn}, two nominal \textit{sdm-f}, followed by \textit{ss}.\textit{n-f}, a relative \textit{sdm.n-f}. Moreover, in the \textit{Gegengabe} \textit{[E43]} has \textit{sSp-k}, a subjunctive \textit{sdm-f}, and \textit{rd.t}, an infinitive. On the west side, \textit{[W42]} has \textit{shr.tw}, a stative. This passage has more verbal forms on the west side, showing \textit{sdm-f} forms, where the east side has only participles. Furthermore, in the \textit{Gegengabe} the east has a more active character, where the west side is a state, based on the use of the stative.

In the passage of Harsomthus and Osiris, \textit{[E45-E46]} show \textit{km}, \textit{kmz}, \textit{hpr} and \textit{nhp}, perfective active participles, where \textit{[W45-W46]} has \textit{wp} and \textit{b\textit{r}h}, two imperfective active participles. Furthermore, in the \textit{Gegengabe} \textit{[E49-E50]} has \textit{h\textit{r} sbsb} and \textit{h\textit{r} h\textit{n}}, two times a \textit{h\textit{r} + infinitive}, where \textit{[W49]} has \textit{m h\textit{knw}}, a \textit{m + infinitive} and \textit{r b\textit{r}h}, a \textit{r + infinitive}. In this passage the east side has a perfective tense, while the west has a present to future tense.

In line \textit{[E51-E55]} there are eight verb forms, where the same passage has only \textit{[W52]} \textit{pr}, a perfective active participle. In this section the east side is more active, due to ample verb usage, while the west side has more a descriptive nature, making it a state.

Considering this scene pair, it seems that one could still consider that during the reign of Cleopatra and Ptolemy XV Caesar the east is active in nature and the west has the characteristics of a state. So, for the reign of Cleopatra VII the pattern is still significant. It must be noted that with this scene pair, the difference lies more in the fact that the west side is generally less verbal, which makes it more descriptive, which is by nature more like a state than an action. Furthermore, the east is more likely to be the side which describes finished actions, while the west side is based more in the present.
In this scene pair, there is only one thing of note. In the text accompanying the musicians Ihy-wer and Harsomthus, |E6-E7| give pr, a perfective active participle, followed by a part of direct speech, ir.n=i, a nominal sdm.n=f. On the west side |W7| has iry, an imperfective active participle, followed by only non-verbal clauses. In this scene pair, the east is perfective, where the west is present. Furthermore, the east has direct speech, whereas the west side has indirect speech.

Register 2 |SE3-SW3|
In the Randzeile of the king |E4| has in=i, a nominal sdm=f followed by kmz.n -tm, a relative sdm.n=f. On the west side |W4| has in=i, ʃr=-i and ḫs=i, all nominal sdm=f in a narrative construction, one following after the other. In the text accompanying the two goddesses, |E6-E7| wbn n=s, psd n=s, both an imperfective active participle, describes an action performed by Atoem, where |W8| mh, an imperfective active participle is performed by the goddess herself. In this scene pair, the east is singular, and considering the goddess, inactive, where the west has a narrative character, with agency of the goddess herself.

Register 2 |SE4-SW4|
In the Randzeile of Maat, |E4| has hf.n=l and sk3.n=l, twice nominal sdm.n=f. On the west, |W4| dθz-ntr=i, a nominal sdm=f and sk3.tw=t, a passive sdm=f. As for Hathor, |E7| has mh, an imperfective active participle where the west is fully non-verbal and descriptive. The same goes for Ihy-wer versus Harsomthus, where |E11| hpr is a perfective active participle, where the west is non-verbal and descriptive. In this scene pair, the east side has an active character, where the west is descriptive, and is the east side past tense, where the west is present.

Register 2 |SE5-SW5|
In the Randzeile of Ahayt and Touayt |E7| wbn.tw is a stative, where the similar sequence |W7| has sty.n-l, a nominal sdm.n-f. Also |E7| has bd.n-k, a circumstantial sdm.n-f, where the west |W7| has bd wbn-k, a circumstantial sdm=f. In the divine Randzeile |E11| has k3.tw, a stative, where |W11| has tw3 p.t, an imperfective active participle. In this scene pair, the east side acts as a state, where the west is more active. Furthermore, the east side is past tense, where the west is present.
Register 2 |SE6-SE6|
In the lines of Menket versus Renenout, the east side |E2-E6| has seven verb forms, where the west |W2-W6| has only three. Furthermore, on the east side there is sh.tw, a stative. In this passage the east side has a stative, but has also more verb forms, while the west is more descriptive.

In the text of Shesemou, the east side has |E13| nḏm id.t=f and wḏl šn.w=f, both nominal sḏm=f and ḫmn.n=f a circumstantial sḏm.n=f, where the corresponding passage |W12-W13| is non-verbal and has r ḫnk, a r + infinitive. For this passage, the east side uses sḏm=f forms, where the west does not.

In the text of the musicians Ihy-wab and Harsomthys, |E25| has ir.n=i, a nominal sḏm.n=f, where |W25| has ir=i, a nominal sḏm=f. Also, |E27| has ṣḥr.tw, a stative, where |W27| has ir.t, an infinitive. In this passage, the east side is past tense, where the west is present. Furthermore, the appearance of the stative makes the east side a state.

In the text of Horus versus Khnoum, |E35| ir and mk are both imperfective active participles, where |W34| has ir and ṣḥpr, both perfective active participles. In this passage, the east side is present tense, where the west is past tense.

Finishing in the divine Randzeile, |E36| has ṣḥkr.n=k, a nominal sḏm.n=f, and sgn.n=i, a circumstantial sḏm.n=f, where |W36| has in similar locations sḏhr=k, a nominal sḏm=f, and sns n ib=i, a circumstantial sḏm=f. This passage makes the east past tense, and the west side present tense.

Considering these pairs of scenes, the principle that the east side is active, and the west a state does no longer apply for most of them. One can make an argument for |SE2-SW2| and |SE4-SW4|, where the non-verbal tendency of the west side seem to make it like a state, but this is also countered by |SE5-SW5| and |SE6-SW6|, which have both stative verb forms on the east side when the west does not. Considering this, it seems that for the south wall, the second register of the naos, the principle does no longer apply for the scene pairs during the reign of the emperor Augustus. For the reign of the emperor Augustus, the perceived pattern of the reign of Cleopatra VII is no longer significant.

One could wonder why this seems to happen during his reign. It is highly unlikely that Augustus was actually able to read what was inscribed on the temple walls, nor could the greatest part of the population of Egypt. On the other hand, he just took control of the country, and needed to be considered legitimate to rule in peace. I would expect that a slightly different group of priests took over in the planning of the decorations and inscriptions. Based on the now Roman rule, one would expect
some changes to leadership and religious views. On the temple walls in general, the difference is hardly visible for an outsider, as the inscriptions stayed Egyptian in style an nature. A major difference is the lack of an empress on the walls.85 This is true as well for the material used for this thesis, as there is never any mention of any empress. Furthermore, in general the amount of hieroglyphs and words used increased, as one can see in the temple of Philae, where the Randzeilen posses three times more hieroglyphs during the reign of the emperor Augustus and emperor Tiberius, than were used during the reign of the Ptolemys.86 Remarkably, over time more and more was added to the temple grammar, and now suddenly something has been dropped. As far as we understand the development of the religious inscription on the temple walls, it is unexpected that suddenly something is dropped, while the work would be in progress continually. So, one could assume that this is a shift in religious thought. Because we know that there was a general guid to how the decoration of the temple had to be performed, the change seems more surprising, as suddenly the book had to be made again, to include the new views. Of course, If one adjust the rules to change the naming principles of the kings on the walls, it is more likely that they would also have adjusted some other principles on the walls themselves. As the papyrus of Tanis shows, there was room for local adjustment to parts of the scenes.

Something that does happen for four out of the five pairs is that the east is past tense, where the west is present. This is actually a significant pattern showing up. This is only opposed in the scene pair |SE6-SW6|, which contains arguments for this hypothesis, as well as an argument against it.

Remarkable, this pattern follows point i) of Leitz, where he spoke of an earlier action, versus an later action. But, where his point was made by comparison of subject matter, one can see it reflected in a verbal state: the east side is past tense, the west present tense. Moreover, we seen to be witnessing a change from pairs depicting acts versus the present tense form replaced the principle of action versus state. It is difficult to present an answer as to why this happened, but I would suggest that the priest who preserved a way of life during the Ptolemaic era were forced to accept that these times were gone; instead of focusing on the eternal continuation, the walls started to reflect an active and bygone life.

85 Filip Coppens, René Preys, Traditionele temples in de Grieks-Romeinse periode, in Harco Willems, Willy Clarysse (ed.), Keizers aan de Nijl (Leuven, 1999) p. 113
6. The eastern and western outer wall of the naos of the temple of Hathor in Dendera.

The east and west outer wall of the naos of the temple of Hathor in Dendera were both decorated during the reign of Augustus. The decoration on the wall consists of a soubassement, followed by four registers, topped by a bandeau inscription and a frieze. The two lower registers are interrupted by a doorway, leading to fewer scenes on the lower two registers. For the number of scenes one runs into a problem. On the east side, there are eighteen scenes on the first register, nineteen on the second, and twenty on the top two registers. On the west side, however, are eighteen scenes on the first and second register, and nineteen on the top two registers. The two sides have an unequal number of scenes. This is due to the doorway. Above the doorway on the eastern side are two scenes, while on the west side there is only one. Furthermore, on the east side, there is a scene before the doorway, a small scene to the stA-tA, which does not exist on the west side. Remarkably enough there is a difference between the n(y)-swt bity name of Augustus. Constantly it is swtwgrtr on the east side, where it is hks hks.w stp n pth on the west side. As this part of the decoration took place in his between his first and ninth year as ruler of Egypt, the priesthood was still in discussion about the form his royal name should take. I would expect that for this project, they used two different ways to engrave the n(y)-swt b(i)t(y) name (swtwgrt and hks hks.w), so that they would retain both titles on the project, and not give insult by forgetting one of them.

Due to time constraints, and the fact there is no published translation of these walls, I have only translated about a quarter of the scenes on these walls. These consist of a group of nine pairs of the first register, and nine pairs of the second register. Moreover, because of the unequal number of scenes on these walls, and the fact that the first sets of scenes on the first register are part of the foundation rituals, I have started my translations in the middle of the first register. The translations are based on Cauville's edition, and provided in appendix B. For this thesis, I will refer to the codes used in my translations, instead of those of Cauville.

A principle that does show up in this comparison between the east and west side, is that the scenes are not always aligned directly to their opposite on the other wall, as some are related crosswise. This is based on the subject of the ritual scenes. In general I have to remark that even allowing this to happen did at times make it difficult to figure out which scene paired with which scene, for even then it was difficult to combine them based on subject, god or any other qualifier.

87 Hölbl (2000) p. 19-23
88 Cauville (2007)
Furthermore, I should remark that my use of the phrase non-verbal, most of all for the *Randzeilen* of the second register, does not necessarily mean that there are no verb forms in the section. Rather, it means that the line is non-verbal for the parts that are not part of the standard verbal constructions in the sentences, for example *di-i* for the *Gegengabe*, and the *ḥr + infinitive* construction of the *Randzeilen* of the second register.

Register 1 |E1-W1|
The first difference is in the title, where |E1| has *iy.n=i ḫr=t*, a greeting formula, |W2| has *mn n=t*, an imperative. Moreover, where the following text in the title has four verbal forms on the east side |E2|, |W2| is non-verbal and descriptive. In the section of Hathor, the text outside of the *Gegengabe* |E15-E16| has five verbal forms, where the similar section |W7-W9| is non-verbal. In the section of Harsomthus and Ihy-wer, the *Gegengabe* |E20| has *stp*, an infinitive, where |W15| has *mn.ti*, a stative. In this pair of scenes, the east wall is more verbal versus a non-verbal west side. Finally, the east side has a more active character, versus the west side being a state.

Register 1 |E2-W3|
In the title, the east side |E1| has *msh3 ntry-s*, a nominal *sdm-f*, followed by *shṭp.tw-s*, passive *sdm-f*. On the west side |W1|, there is only *shṭp*, an infinitive. In this section, the east uses *sdm-f* forms, where the west uses infinitive.

In the *Gegengabe* of Hathor |E10| uses *ḥr dw3* and *ḥr nhm*, both *ḥr + infinitive*, where the west side |W14| has *shlm*, a stative. For this section, the east is active, where the west is a state.

In the section of Horus and Osiris, |E12| has *pr m ẓḥ.t* and *pr m ẓst*, both perfective active participles, where the similar section |W16| has *shlm*, an imperfective active participle. Furthermore, |E14| has *n niwt šw.w*, a negation followed by a stative, where |W17| has *ḥms.w*, a stative without negation. For this section, the east side is past and negative, where the west is present and positive.

Register 1 |E3-W2|
In the *Gegengabe* of Hathor, |E10| has *whm-k*, a subjunctive *sdm-f*, where |W19| has *ḥr dw3*, a *ḥr + infinitive* and *ḥr.w*, a stative. In the section of Harsomthus, |E12-E14| gives *shp*, an imperfective active participle, *km3, pr* and *ḥpr*, three perfective active participles. On the west there is only |W21| *rr.n nbw.t*, a relative *sdm.n-f*. Furthermore, in the *Gegengabe* the east |E14| has *rwd*, a stative, where the
west is non-verbal. For this pair, the east side uses $sdm-f$ forms, where the west uses infinitives. Finally, the east shows participles where the west uses a relative.

Register 1 |E4-W4|
In the *Randzeile* of the king, |E8| uses $hry-tp.n=f$ and $it.n=f$, two circumstantial $sdm-f$, where the similar passage |W4| uses $ms$, a perfective active participle. Furthermore, in the *Gegengabe* of Hathor, |E16| has $dmD$, a stative, where the west is non-verbal. In the *Gegengabe* of Ihy-wer versus Horus, |E22| has $mn$ and $ttf.w$, both a stative, where |W18| uses $hr wsr$, a $hr$ + infinitive. In this scene pair, the east side uses $sdm-f$ forms, where the west uses a participle, and the east is a state, where the west is active.

Register 1 |E5-W5|
In the section of Isis, |E5-E7| has three verb forms, $sn itn$, a relative $sdm-f$ and $rdi$ and $wr$, both an imperfective active participle, where the corresponding passage on the west side is non-verbal. For the *Gegengabe*, however, the east is non-verbal, where the west |W8| has $m i3w$ and $m w3h-tp$, both $m$ + infinitive. This contradicts itself, and thus this part of the scene pair has to be disregarded. In the divine *Randzeile*, |E13| has $n p*p^r.tw=s$, which is a negative passive $sdm-f$, and $mn.w$, a stative, where the west is non-verbal. For this scene pair, the east side is negative and is like a state, where the west side is non-verbal and positive.

Register 1 |E6-W6|
In the title, |E2-E4| uses $sd.w$, a stative and $sr$, a imperfective active participle, where in the corresponding passage |W2| uses $tn$ and $st\!ln$, both an imperative. For the *Randzeile* of the king, the east side |E5| uses $sm\!s.w$, a stative, and four imperfective active participles, where the west side |W5| use $tm$, a negative imperfective active participle, as well as three other imperfective active participles. In the *Gegengabe* of Hathor, |E10| uses $dmD$, a stative, where the west side is non-verbal. In the *Gegengabe* of Ihy-wer, the east is now non-verbal, where the west side |W13| uses $m htt$ and $hr dw3-ntr$, both infinitives. For this pair, the east side uses participles and a stative where the west uses imperatives, the east uses a stative where the west only uses participles, and the east is positive where the west is negative. Finally, in this case, the east is non-verbal where the west side uses infinitives.
Register 1 |E7-W7|
In this pair, there is one section in the *Randzeile* of the king, |E4|, which uses *sn.n=f*, a nominal *sdm.n-f*, where the similar passage |W4| uses *hf⁺.tw*, a stative. For this section, the east side is past tense and active, where the west side is present tense and a state.

In the section of Isis, the east side |E13| uses *sḫr*, an imperfective active participle, where the corresponding section |W13-W14| uses *ḥsḳ*, an imperfective active participle and *gnḥ.n-s*, a circumstantial *sdm.n-f*. In the *Gegengabe*, the east side is non-verbal, where the west side |W15| uses *r šn*, a *r + infinitive*, followed by *n wn=sn*, a negative *sdm=f*. For the section of Isis, the east side is in the present tense, where the west side is in the past tense, negating the section in the *Randzeile* of the king. Finally, it shows a case where the east is non-verbal and positive, where the west side is verbal and negative.

Furthermore, the divine *Randzeile* uses on the east |E15| *sk.w*, a stative, where the west |W15| uses *ḥw*, an imperfective active participle. In addition, the east uses *n wnn-f*, a negative *sdm-f*, where the west uses *ḥ⁺ nṯr.w*, a circumstantial *sdm-f*. This section makes the east a state, where the west is more active, and makes the east negative and the west positive, negating the *Gegengabe* of Isis.

Register 1 |E8-W8|
In the *Gegengabe* of Harsomthus, the east side |E8| has *irī-ms n=k ṣḥ.t* and *bḥ-k*, both a subjunctive *sdm=f*, where the west side |W9-W10| uses *npḏ.w* and *stp.w*, both statives. For this scene pair, the east side is active, where the west side is a state.

Register 1 |E9-W9|
In the section of Horus, the east side |E14| uses *ṣd.n-f*, a circumstantial *sdm.n-f* and |E15| *n rdl*, a negative infinitive, whereas the west uses |W13-W14| *ṣḥd* and *ṯḥn*, both an imperfective active participle. In the *Gegengabe*, the east side is non-verbal, where the west side |W15| uses *bkḥ.tw*, a stative, *ms-s*, a relative *sdm-f*, and *r ḫḥq*, an infinitive. For this pair, the east is in the past tense, negative and for the *Randzeile*, non-verbal. The west side, on the other hand, is in the present tense, positive, and for the *Randzeile* verbal and a state.

Register 2 |E10-W10|
In the title, the east side |E2-E4| has *ḥy.w* and *wḥb.w*, both statives, followed by *sḥm=t* and *wḥḥ=t*, two
subjunctive $sdm\_f$ and $b\_h$, an imperfective active participle. On the west side $|W1|$ there is $ir$, an imperfective active participle. In this section, the east side is a state, where the west is active.

For the $sw$ construction of the $Randzeile$ of the king, the east side $|E5|$ uses $b\_h\_n\_f$, a circumstantial $sdm\_n\_f$ and $pr\_t$, an infinitive, where the west side $|W2|$ uses $it\_t$, an imperfective active participle, and $th\_w$, a stative. In the text of Hathor, the east side $|E9|$ has $mn\_wn$ and $iwty$, two negatives, where the west is positive. Furthermore, in the divine $Randzeile$, the $sw$ construction has $|E16|$ $pnk\_n\_s$ an circumstantial $sdm\_n\_f$ on the east side, where the west $|W9|$ has $mn$, an infinitive. For this part of the scene pair, the east is past and negative, whereas the west side is present tense and positive.

Register 2 $|E11-W12|

In the title the east $|E2-E3|$ has $pr$, a perfective active participle, $wbs$, an infinitive, $kms\_n\_k$ a nominal $sdm\_n\_f$ an $shzlh$, an imperfective active participle. In the corresponding section $|W2|$ uses $tn\_w$, a stative. Furthermore, the second similar section of the title has on the east side $|E3|$ $thn\ hrt\_k$, a subjunctive $sdm\_f$ and $mz3\_sn$, an infinitive, where the west side $|W4|$ has $ssp\ n\_t$ and $rd$, two imperatives. For this section the east side is active while the west is a state, and the east side is suggestive where the west side is commanding.

Register 2 $|E12-W11|

In the title, the east side $|E2|$ uses $ir\_n\_i$, a nominal $sdm\_n\_f$ and $mh$, an imperfective active participle, where the west side $|W2|$ uses $mn\ n\_t$, an imperative, followed by $r\ sd$, an infinitive. For this section the east describes a situation, where the west side gives a command.

Register 2 $|E13-W13|

For the section of Isis and Iousas, the east side $|E7-E9|$ has $rr$, a perfective active participle, $dl\_t$, an infinitive, $rmn$, an imperfective active participle and $n\ gm$, a negative $sdm\_f$. On the west there is only $|W7|$ $hr\ tw$, a passive relative $sdm\_f$. For this scene pair, the east is active and negative, where the west is passive and positive.

The following two registers present a bit of a problem. Considering their subject, I would compare them in a crossed pattern. The problem is that scene E14 and W14 both lack a $Randzeile$ for the king. Still, based on subject matter, namely pacifying Hathor for $|E14|$ and offering the lotus and...
papyrus reed for |W15|, and offering the vineyard for |E15| offering wine for |W14|, I decided to compare them in a crosswise pattern.

Register 2 |E14-W15|
In the title, the east side |E2| has in and sdfs, two imperfective active participles. The west side |W2-W3| has mn n-k, an imperative, wzd.n=f and hn.n=f, two nominal sdm.n=f, followed by hpr-w, a circumstantial sdm-f. For this section the east side uses participles where the west side sdm-f forms. Furthermore, the east side has the present tense where the west has the past tense.

Register 2 |E15-W14|
In the section of Ihy-wer versus Mout, the east side is positive, where the west side |W11| has n hri=s, a negative sdm-f. For the divine Randzeile the east side is non-verbal, where the west side |W13| has htp.w and dmnd, both a stative. For this section the east is positive and non-verbal, while the west is negative and a state.

Register 2 |E16-W16|
In the section of Hathor, the east is non-verbal, where the west |W6| has phr.ti, as stative. Furthermore, in the sw construction of the divine Randzeile, |E12| uses lh=sn, a relative sdm-f, where the west uses kmıs, a perfective active participle. For this pair, the east is non-verbal and has the present tense, where the west side is a state, and has the past tense.

Register 2 |E17-W17|
In the title, the east side |E2-E3| uses nd.n=f a circumstantial sdm.n=f and shr=f a subjunctive sdm=f. On the west side |W3| has n hb and n dbh, both negative infinitives. In the section of Hathor versus Horus, the east has |E13| n sn.wy=xy, a non-verbal negative, where the west side is positive. For this scene pair, the east uses sdm-f forms, where the west uses infinitives.

Register 2 |E18-W18|
In the title, the east side has is non-verbal, where the west side is describing an amulet |W3| ḫrk.w, tḥn.w, shḥ.w, wr.w and mh.w, all a stative. In the section of Harsomthus versus Montou, the east side |E6| has pr and hpr, both perfective active participles, where the west |W9-W10| has ḫnk and hw, imperfective active participles. For the Randzeile the east has |E9| wbn and ḫs, imperfective active participles, dr.n-f, a circumstantial sdm.n-f, and n rh=f, a negative infinitive. The west in this section is
non-verbal. For this pair of scenes, the east side is non-verbal where the west is a state, the east is past tense and the west present, and the east active where the west is non-verbal.

Register 2 |E18-W18|

In the section of Thoth versus Ihy, in line |E5| the east uses $sp\text{hr}=l$, a nominal $sdm=f$ where the west uses |W5| $ir$, an imperfective active participle. Due to the damaged state of this scene pair, there was not more that I could claim with any certainty. For this pair, the east side uses a $sdm=f$ form, where the west uses a participle.

Considering the pairs of scenes of the east and west side of the outer wall of the naos, one thing has to be remarked first. There are many things happening between these walls. Although most of the time only appearing once, I was able to make nineteen categories to describe them all.

The interaction between east and west, where the east is active and the west is a state, happened for five scene pairs ($|E1-W1|$, $|E2-W3|$, $|E7-W7|$, $|E8-W8|$, $|E11-W12|$), although there were also three pairs that did the exact opposite. ($|E3-W2|$, $|E4-W4|$, $|E5-W5|$). Looking at this, it seems clear that for the reign of Augustus, the pattern perceived during the reign of Cleopatra VII is no longer significant, and could hardly be considered remarkable.

There are also a few interesting patterns showing up, in the sense that we can call them remarkable. For four of the scene pairs, the east side is in the past tense, where the west tense is in the present. This pattern is for this part of the corpus no longer significant, and them being remarkable can be discussed, as the opposite is also true for two pairs of scenes.

In five scene pairs, the east side uses $sdm=f$ forms, where the west side uses infinitives or participles. Finally, in five scene pairs, the east side is negative, where the west side is positive. This is countered by two scene pairs that do exactly the opposite.

7. Inside the sanctuary of the Isis temple in Dendera.
The temple of Isis in Dendera is located just south of the temple of Hathor. The temple complex itself was constructed in four stages, under different rulers. Due to the state of the complex beside the temple itself, it is unclear if this should be considered dedicated to Isis, or to some other deity. This is because there are hardly any useful inscriptions on the remnants of the walls surrounding the sanctuary that suggest that the whole complex was dedicated to Isis. Under the king Nectanebo I, the west wall of the first hall with pillars was constructed. The orientation of this part of the temple complex is with its entrance to the east. The second stage of construction was carried out under Ptolemy VI. This part includes the rest of the first hall. During the reign of Ptolemy X, a pronaos and a hypostyle hall were added in front of the first hall, and a peristyle was built around the first hall.89

The temple of Isis itself was created during the reign of Augustus. The temple was consecrated around the same time the name of Augustus started to show up on the Hathor temple. The temple was integrated in the earlier structure, but was also reoriented in the process. The end result was that the entrance to the temple proper came to lie to the north. This is a remarkable change in orientation. For the purposes of this thesis, on the other hand, it is very useful, as the sanctuary took on the same orientation of the temple of Hathor. The temple consists of a vestibule, two chapels, the pr-nw and pr-nsr, and the sanctuary in the middle.

For this thesis, I have looked at the scenes inside the sanctuary, because sadly, the western outer wall of the temple for the most part no longer exists, and the remains do not yield any usable scenes for comparison. The decoration of the sanctuary consists for the west, east and south wall of a soubassement, four registers, topped by a frieze. For the north wall, there is only one register due to the doorway, which is part of the fourth register for the other walls. For the east and west wall, the first register possesses four scenes, the second register one, the third register has four again, and so does the fourth register. The south wall always has two scenes, one of which should be considered part of the east wall, the other of the west wall. The north wall also has two scenes, one east, the other west. For this section I will use the same abbreviations as I used in the sanctuary of Hathor. For these scenes and translation I will refer to Cauville.90

Due to heavy damage on the first two scenes of the west side, they are not included in this analysis.

89 Sylvie Cauville, Dendara, le temple d'Isis, texte (Cairo, 2007) p. XVI-XXV
90 Sylvie Cauville, Dendara, le temple d'Isis, texte (Cairo, 2007), Sylvie Cauville, Alain Lecler, Dendara, le temple d'Isis, planches (Cairo, 2007) and Sylvie Cauville, Dendara, le temple d'Isis, volume I, Traduction, Orientalia Lovaniensia Analecta 178 (Leuven 2009)
In the divine Randzeile, the east side is non-verbal, where the west side |W10| has ir.tw-ms, a perfective passive participle, tn sy, an imperfective active participle, and n pr-s, a negative sdm-f. For this pair, the east side is non-verbal and positive, where the west side is verbal, and negative.

In the divine Randzeile, the east side is non-verbal, where the west side |W8| has hpr, a perfective active participle, iy n=s mw.t+s and nsi=s, both circumstantial sdm-f. In this scene pair, the east side is non-verbal, whereas the west is verbal.

In the divine Randzeile, the east side is non-verbal, where the west side |W9| has bs, an infinitive, ibz n=s ntr.w and nhm n=s ntr.w.t, two nominal sdm-f. It has to be remarked that the actions in the Randzeile on the west side are not being performed by the goddess herself. In this scene pair, the east side is non-verbal, where the west side is verbal.

The second register is one scene for the east and west wall, excluding the south. These scenes work a bit differently. Both have a king, but where the east side has four musicians directly in front of a row of eight seated divine figures, the west side has the king facing a divine figure, then three times in a row a seated divine figure facing two divine figures. For this reason, I have compared the musicians with the seated gods who face the other gods, and had to change the order of the west wall around a bit to make the comparison.

In the divine Randzeile, the east side has |E46| htp.tw, a stative, where the west side has |W48| pp’p’.tw=s, a passive sdm-f, nh n=s itn, a circumstantial sdm-f and ir.n=s, a circumstantial sdm.n-f. In this section, the east side is reflects a state, where the west side is active.

---

In the Randzeile of the king, the east side |E2| has $hnmn$ $hnmw$, a relative $sdm\text{-}n=f$, where the west side |W3| has $htw$, a stative. For this section the east side is past tense, where the west side is present tense.

In the title, |E2| has $rstm$, a $r$ + infinitive, where |W1| $gs\text{tw}$ is a stative. In the divine Randzeile, |E11| has $slprd$, a perfective active participle and the $n\ gm$, a negative $sdm\text{-}f$, where |W1| has $hb$, an imperfective active participle. For this pair, the east side is active where the west is a state, and the east side is in the past tense and negative, whereas the west side is in the present tense and positive.

In the Randzeile of Thoth versus Ihy-wer, the east side |E4| has $rdln$, a circumstantial $sdm\text{-}n=f$, where the west side |W6| has $mhw$, a stative. Furthermore, for Hathor versus Isis, the east side is non-verbal, where the west side |W8-W10| has $psd$, an imperfective active participle, $wbgn=sn$ and $nmsn=sn$, two nominal $sdm\text{-}n=f$, and $sn\ stw=t=s$, a circumstantial $sdm\text{-}f$. In the divine Randzeile, the east side |E7| has $hz\ y$ and $mh$, two imperfective active participles, where the west has |W13| $sth\ d$, an imperfective active participle and $wpns=s$, a circumstantial $sdm\text{-}n=f$. For this pair, the east side is active where the west side is a state. Finally, the east side is non-verbal where the west is verbal.

In the Randzeile of $hr-s+tst$ and Ihy-wer, the east side |E5| uses $rrn\ nbwt$, a relative $sdm\text{-}n=f$, where on the west side |W4| there is $lt$, an imperfective active participle. In this pair of scenes, the east side is in the past tense, whereas the west side is in the present.

---

96 Cauville reads $hnmn$ $hnmw$
In the Randzeile of Ahayt and Touayt, the east side |E8| has $h\text{ey}.n=f$, a circumstantial $sdm=f$, where the west side |W8| has $bd-k$, a circumstantial $sdm=f$. For this pair, the east side has a past tense, where the west side has a present tense.

[R3, S]101

This scene pair does not have anything of note to compare, as it follows a similar pattern.

[R4, N]102

This scene pair does not have any noteworthy differences, as it follows a similar pattern.

[R4, I]103

In the text of Harsomthus versus Horus, the east side |E5| has $dw\tilde{s}.tw$, a passive $sdm=f$, where the west side |W6-W7| has $ds$ and $wn$, both imperfective active participle. Furthermore, in the divine Randzeile, the east side has |E6| $hnt\tilde{s}.n=i$, a nominal $sdm.n=f$, where the west side |W8| has $ip.tw$ and $km.tw$, both statives. For this pair, the east side is passive and the west is active. Finally, the east side is active in nature, where the west is a state.

[R4, II]104

In the section of Amon versus Ptah, the east side is non-verbal, where the west side |W7-W8| has $htp$ and $rd.t$, two infinitives. For this pair, the east side is non-verbal, where the west is verbal.

[R4, III]105

In the section of Nout versus Nepthys, the east side has |E5-E6| $ms$ and $ss^\prime$, both perfective active participles, and $p^\prime p^\prime$, an infinitive. The west side however is non-verbal. For this pair, the east side is verbal, where the west side is non-verbal.

[R4, IV]106

---

In the title of this pair, the east side \([E1-E2]\) has \(psd.n-f\) and \(hnm.n-f\), both circumstantial \(sdm.n-f\) and \(snsn-k\), a subjunctive \(sdm-f\). The west side is non-verbal in the similar section. For this section, the east side uses \(sdm-f\) forms, where the west side is non-verbal.

\[R4, S\]^{107}

In the section of Hathor versus Isis, the east side has \([E13-E14]\) \(psd\), an imperfective active participle, and \(dm\), a stative. On the west side \([W6-W9]\) \(rd.t\), an infinitive, \(wbn n-s itn\), a circumstantial \(sdm-f\), \(bh.n-s\), a circumstantial \(sdm.n-f\) and \(sm3-s\), a circumstantial \(sdm-f\). For this section, the east side is a state, where the west side is more active in nature.

Considering these sixteen usable scene pairs, the principle that the east is active, where the west is a state, is far from being significant. It does happen in three scenes pairs, \([R3, I]\), \([R3, II]\) and \([R4, I]\), but at the same time, in scene pair \([R2]\) and \([R4, S]\) the exact opposite happens. This makes the principle barely remarkable.

As a remarkable pattern, in five scenes the east side is non-verbal, where the west is verbal. This is opposed by two scenes where the opposite happens.

As far as my research goes, although there is a lot that happens between the east and west side, there is no clear significant pattern visible.

---

8. Conclusion

This thesis has considered the question if the pattern found by Leitz is a part of the temple grammar. The answer to this questions is yes as much as it is no. If one only looks at the inscriptions made during the same time, the pattern does show up as being a statistical significant pattern in Dendera. However, if one moves to a period beyond that point, the significance of the patterns becomes less apparent, and can only be supported by rather hands-on interpretation, not by clear evidence.

If one considers the section of the reign of Cleopatra VII, the pattern is statistically significant, but only if one considers non-verbal descriptive sections to be a state. Moving on to the reign of the emperor Augustus, the pattern becomes statistically remarkable, but no longer significant. Moreover, the principle can also be observed more often reversed. Thus, although it seems to be a pattern in one time, after that time one could no longer consider it a significant pattern that should be considered a rule. It is remarkable though, that a principle used on an earlier date is suddenly dropped. It is not unlikely that this is due to the new leadership of Egypt, and could show that even hidebound traditionalists like the priests of Egypt were affected by it. As one can see with the royal titulary of the emperor, and its development, the priesthood had some troubles with the new rulers, and how to deal with them. Although it eventually stagnates, the changes in the first few decades of the reign of the emperor Augustus shows that they actively tried to deal with the problem, which could explain the changes in the verb use as well. As the priesthood was changing principles to deal with the changes in leadership, the priesthood was more at liberty to change even more. Furthermore, there seems no clear replacement for the loss of a principle, with different options added, without any becoming truly remarkable, or without its retraction for also showing its opposite.

Due to the nature of this work, being a master thesis, I have not been able to do the research for every case in Dendera, nor outside that city. One still has to see if the pattern is truly significant for the same time period, as I have only researched the naos. More places need to be studied, to see if it is true beyond the sanctuary of Dendera, and if so, if it applies in other places such as Edfu as well.

Furthermore, although I could find no clear statistically significant underlying pattern in the scenes from the reign of Augustus, that does not mean that there is not one. I have only scratched the surface, and deeper research is needed to see if it actually has one.

In conclusion, there is an interaction between the east and west side of temple decoration based
on the verbal interaction, where the east side is active in nature, and where the west side is a state. Depending on the time period of creation, the principle where the east side is active and the west side a state might be considered a major underlying principles to guide the verbal system inside the scenes.
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